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Pacific Pals enrich kids' li ve s

,

in- the news...

lunteers.
Bruce Hunter, executive director
of Anderson Y Center, sees an
other specific benefit to young
"pals." "We work with the kids to
present a positive attitude towards
school and to promote learning as
fun." This is accomplished by lec
tures and seminars on everything
from astronomy to computers.
activities include trips a
way from Stockton. According to
Collins, a most successful trip last
year was one they took to
Comanche Riding Stables. "This

By Patty Fellows
Assistant News Ed1tor

W
Peace Corps celebrates 25th anniversary
A solemn ceremony, September 21, marked the 25th anniversary of
the Peace Corps volunteers. Hundreds of present and former Peace
Corps volunteers gathered at Arlington Cemetary Memorial Am hi
theater to remember 199 departed colleagues. Bill Moyers, the Peace
frrst deputy director and now a commentator for CBS news,
sa1d the ceremony was "not for them, but for us," an attempt to use
their memories to engender strength to cope with a society "buying on
credit while hearts atrophy.''
September 21, marked a historical event in East-West relations
when the 35 states participating in the Helsinki Accords, including the
Soviet Union, reached an agreement that will reduce the risk of war.
From January 1 , 1987, all participating states will have the automatic
right to send military observers to watch manuvers and large exercises
in any state in Europe. Ambassador Robert L. Barry, head of the U.S.
delegation, stated the outcome was, "a good, solid confidence
building regime which should make the European security situation
more stable and secure."
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ASUOP/Senate highlights
ASUOP...Berlin will be appearing in the A.G. Spanos Center on Sun
day, O ctober 19...
...Reminder: all club budgets are due this Friday, September 26, in the
ASUOP O ffice ...ASUOP Social presents Comedy Night on Septem
ber25...
Senate...It was decided at the 8 /15 meeting that the Financial Con
troller should be a member of the Executive Board ...the Senate will be
discussing constituent school and clubs budgets on 8/29.

Scholarships still available
College students in need of financial aid for this academic year were
to investigate private foundation sources by Steve Danz,
Director of The Scholarship Bank.
According to the director, there are over 500 million in private
ftnancial aid sources that oft-times go unused. This imbalance is due
to the fact that college students until now have not had a reliable
method of fmding out about the numerous private aid sources. The
Scholarship Bank has computerized this information and will send
each applicant a personalized print-out of private aid sources that
apPear just right for each applicant.
College students can find funds based on major, occupational
&oals, geographic perference and approximately 30 other criteria.
F'tnancial need is not stressed as heavily in private aid as in government
funding. Numerous new grants exist this year for business, liberal arts ,
health care law and humanities. Students are also urged to investigate
rate internships as part of their over-all fmancial
co
P8Ckage.
.
.
Students interested in supplementing their current financ1al ru.ds
should send a stamped, self-addressed business-sized envelope to The
Scholarship Bank, 4626 N.Grand, Covina, Ca. 'll 724.

urged

Well-payin� ri>o
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shooting
PRSSA Involved ia B of A
You may see some familiar faces if you p1ck up a student credit card
llpplication in the near future. Through arrangements made by a UOP
alumnus six communications students participated in a photo shoot
With
.
of America on Sunday, S;eptember 21.
The photo session took place on the UOP �pus, a perfect sett�g
for the "Collegiate" pictures Bank of Amenca es�ed for the1r
br ochure The students were recruited by Commun1cat10n professor
ts.
Dr. Caro Ann Hall, and consisted largely of public relations studen

Bank
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S*T* A*R program in full swi
Be a S•T•A•R! That's the message the Admissions O ffice is
sending to the student body in an effo:t to rally support for the
Stude nt Traveling Admissions Representatives.
be
As part of the s•T•A•R program, v?lunteer students
old
from
therr
ts
studen
ve
t�rospect.l
with
their UOP �thusiasm
high schools during winter break.
ors are asking the
r
e
To ensure the � of the program th coo
campus community to join in the s•T•A•R campcugn. The Admis
sions Offices is providing the community to join in the S*T*A*R
buttons to promote the program.
For more information about the s•T•A•R program, students may
contact the Admissions O ffice or watch for more details in November.
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year we hope to take the kids on
the train to the Hershey Chocolate
factory in Oakdale.'' She considers
the opportunity the program provi
des, for the kids to get away from
Stockton for a while, a great bene'
fit.
"Great rewards exist for volunteering students as well," said both
Collins and Hunter. "Pacific Pals
provides the chance for a student
to work with a child and to watch
him grow. You receive a sense of
great accomplishment," said Col
lins.

hat's a Pacific Pal? Any
UOP student who doesn't
know needs only to walk across
Pacific Avenue to the Anderson Y
Center to learn about the program
that ''helps kids help themselves.''
Pacific Pals provides an oppor
tunity for Stockton children to
meet and work with UOP students
through a variety of group activit
ies, projects, and outings. Accord
ing to Laura Collins, program
coordinator, the young kids in
volved are either truant or have
trouble in school.' 'Many come
from unhappy home situations or
are left alone for many hours
because their parents work."
The University students who volunteer for the program spend a
few hours a week with the clill
dren, taking part in the events on
and off campus. They interact in a
large group, but eventually it is
hoped that each student will pair
off witfi one- or two· children who .
will become his or her special .,
"pals."
The program has many rewards
for the Stockton children who take
part. Through Pacific Pals it is
hoped that participants will deve
lop a positive attitude towards
school, improve their school atten
dance, raise their self-esteem and �
be provided with successful role tt
models in the college student vo- Posed for a group shot, are some energetic 'Pals.'

Other

·

·

KUOP loses manager
By Barbara Maccarone

Staff Wnter

K

UOP's station manager,
Perry Echleberger, was ter
minated in late August, after an
unfavorable University evaluation.
"Every professional staff em
ployee at KUOP is under what's
called a six month probationary
," stated Jon Schamber,
Communication Department
Chair. Echleberger was terminated
at the end of his probationary
period.
According to Schamber, the rea
son for Echleberger's termination
is a "confidential matter between
employer and employee."
Staff at KUOP are currently
working without a full time station
manager. Schamber is the acting
station manager.
"Things are running fairly
smoothly; considering that it's a
difficult thing when the station
manger isn't there," said Scham
ber. Since he has worked with
KUOP through the Communica
tion Department, Schamber l'ras
knowledge of the personnel and
the station's particular problems.
Schamber will manage the station
until a new manager is chosen.
Responsibilities of a station
manager include coordinating ac
tivities between the various depart
ments, overseeing the budget, em
ployee matters, and dealing with
the Community Advisory Board
and UOP adminstration.
KUOP's programming will pro
ceed as planned throughout the
semester. "The only major event is
the October fund drive," said
Schamber. The fund drive, which
occurs bi-annually is coordinated
by Donna Holdych, marketing dir
ector.
Schamber has initiated a search
for a new station manager. When
implemented, advertisements will

period

also

believes the affec
Hunter
tion the children give their new
friends is a reward.
to
'rrhcre's a tremendous
be gained from working with the
kids, the affection they give and
the respect they offer. It's a big
deal for these kids to get attention,
since they may not get any at
give a lot in
home, but they
return."
Hunter added, 'The program's
success is only limited by the num
ber of UOP students involved."
Already they have a group of
Stockton children, many of whom
are returning members. "There are
some kids who have been involved
in the Pacific Pals program for
four years," said Collins. "Many
are referred by parents, counselors,
or school principals, but some of
the older kids are self-referrals.''
According to Hunter and Col
lins, the time involved for a student
volunteer is not excessive. "The
minimum time conunitment for a
student wanting to participate is
four to six hours per month. We
also like to be able to count on
them for a full semester," said
Collins.
Anderson Y will be holding an
orientation for all students interest
ed in becoming Pacific Pals volun
teers. .Jf you would like to attend
the orientation on Wednesday, Oc
tober 1 at 7 p.m., contact Laura
Collins at the Anderson Y Center
at 946-2444.

benefit

also

GSL drops to effect

students' financial aid

requirements may be changing, ef
fective as early as October 1.
News Ed1tor
"This is not intended to cause a
panic on the campus," states
tudents planning to apply
Phillips, emphasizing that students
for Guaranteed Student
who have already applied for 1986Loans this year and have not yet
submitted· their
application . 87 GSLs will not be affected this
year.
materials are urged to do so im
The legislation proposing the
mediately. Financial Aid Director,
changes, the "Reconciliation
Paul Phillips, received news Mon
Act," is expected to pass through
day that the GSL eligibility
.. ·-----�-··---------,
Congress and onto the desk of the
I
I
President in a few days. The
changes in eligibility for GSLs, as
far as Phillips can say right now,
would affect only a small minority
of UOP students.
"GSLs can no longer (with the
new legislation) be used to replace
the family contribution," he
stated, noting that currently a
number of students do borrow
above their recommended amount
to defer their family expenses. "It
appears they will not be able to do
that," said Phillips.
In addition, students who do not
f
receive GSL recommendations in
I
their fmancial aid packages will no
I
I
be eligible. Those who can
I�
,��:;
expect to get a GSL will not be
.
permitted to borrow over the
OP's annual CJreek Week will /Je held Sept. 27-0ct. 4. Greeks an
University's recommended
non-Greeks are invited to participate and each house is hosting a•
amount. Most students who have
specific event. The schedule is asfollows:
GSLs right now will still be eligible
'
10a.m.- Greek Lawn
Saturday 9/27 Theta Twister
next year, saysPhillips.
•
1 p.m.
The maximum amount that can
Sunday
Intramural Field
9/2 8 All Greek Softball 10a.m.
be borrowed on a GSL is expected
Greek Lawn
Feed
5 p.m.
to rise above the current $2,500 a
Monday
9/29 Greek Trivia Bowl 4 p.m.
year limit. Phillips estimates the
�
UCPatio
Greek Sing
figures to be $2,750 for next year's
1
5:30p.m. UCPatio
Tues ay
freshmen and sophomores, and
9/30 Trivia Bowl
UCPatio
4 p.m.
close to $4,000 for juniors and
Wednesday 10/1 Trivia Bowl Finals 12 p.m.
UCPatio
seniors.
UCPatio
4 p.m.
Dating Game
1
The Reconciliation Act is an ef
nmrsday 10/2 Blood Drive
11 a.m.- Raymond Great Hall
by the federal government to
fort
1
4:30p.m.
make budget cuts and thereby
Greek Lawn
9 p.m.
Moviedecrease the national deficit.
I
A nimal House
O perating the Guaranteed Stud�rrt
Friday
Greek Lawn
12 p.m.
10/3 Greek Games
Loan program represents an an
I
Rotational Parties 9p.m.
apI
nua l governme�t cost of
Saturday 10/4 Chariot Race
Half-time of the Football Game
(continued on page 2, column 1)

be placed with local newspapers,
trade journals, and over National
Public Radio wires. An applicant
search takes approximately three
months, from beginning to end.
The frrst applications should arrive
at UOP in approXimately a month
and a half.
"The University would like to
have a new station manager by
December 15," stated Schamber.
r-- ..

By Stephanie Gandy
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New studios

sound good

sive learning. They provide a good
understanding of radio techni
ques," said Sacco .
Much more flexibility in record
ing is offered in the studios.
Among other things , musicians
can overdub, their parts and one
musician can record several
different instruments at one time.
Musicians also can come into the
studio at different times to record
their parts, putting them together
at a later time.

By Mary Alynn E'Golf
StaffWrlter

N

ew recording studios have
brought a fresh sound to
KUOP. Three fully equipped,
professionalJy run studios alJow
for a multitude of functions. This
includes the production of stereo
master tapes for records and
cas ette albums,· slide show soun
dtracks, demo tapes for musicians
and actors, on location recordings
and video sound and tape
duplication.
KUOP received a $35,00> grant

A fourth studio, made entirely
possible by the grant from Ralph
Guild. is now under construction
KUOP now will focus on build
ing up an extensive compact disc
library which will accomodate the
various music formats already used
by the station.
The benefits offered by these
studios are already evident through
"the revenue generating projects
and the production of high-quality
programs," said Sacco.

from UOP alumnus, Ralph GJild. Stu

in 1986 to upgrade their facilities

dio B, KUOP's newest eight-track
iecoroing studio, was contsructed
through the use of this grant. The
station "enables us to record music
with more advanced radio produc
tion," said Josh Sacco, production
director of KUOP.
The studio can be used to per
form multiple funtions, from having big band and solo artist recording to live on-air broadcasts. The
.studio is still in the developing
stages in terms of use. Aside from �
producing programs, "We do
some commercial management.
11u\t is where the music manage
ment students come in. It provides
greater opportunity for students to
work in a good studio," said
Sacco.
The recording studios at KUOP
were built in order to "increase our
possibilities and to upgrade record
ing. They give us more flexibilty in
terms of what we can do, bigger
projects with better sound quality,
and they proVide an ideal training
environment for students," said
Sacco.
"We have a system of studios
where students can work their way ..
up and get the benefits of progres-

�
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tation for student reswnes.
Students who plan to graduate
in May with mmors should inquire
with their advisors now. Minors
presently available include Classi
cal. Modern and some Foreign
Languages, Economics, Computer
Science, Mathematics, History and

c)

-

Yolanda McDonald

G�e�

minors.
Minor!) will provide the opportW11ty for concentrations in two
areas when double majors are not
possible, and a systematic in
troduction to a second discipline.
Minors can also provide a useful nc>

50� off AT&T's weekday rates on
te
t durin nights and·weekends. t....

'

Michelle Decker

crpt

�
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Faculty Adv�r

Production C'rtw

;

Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes'' will do
iustfine.

1
�11�

Asst. N�ws Editor

Patty Fellows

ofSeptember, 1986.
a
Stud ents who want to pursue
ulty
fac
their
consult
uld
minor sho
advisor and obtain a minor work
sheet if the school, dep artment, or
program is offering the minor· All
minors must gain approval by the
of
dean the curriculum committee
ty's
versi
Uni
the
the chool, an
.
Academic Affarrs Commtttee be
fore they are offered as minors.
Establishment of a minors pro
gram was frrst proposed on the
basis of a report received by the
College of Pacific Council during a
meeting on May 4, 1984. The
report favored minors within COP
and the council voted to forward
the issue to the Academic Affairs
Committee for consideration on a
University-wide basis.
A five member ad-hoc subcom
mittee was appointed to conduct
studies concerning the matter of
academic minors. The members of
the committee were COP Dean
Roy Whiteker, Jim Blankenship,

If you're like most college students in the western hem
isphere
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why
you should '
�w that AT@' Long Distan�e S�vice lliJh.e righ
t choice for you .
/ � . AT&r-orfers so many terrific values.
For examPie you ,/
can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls
during '
,//',
weekends
until5pm Sunday, and fro m11pm
to
am
Sunday through Friday.
/ /,/�;1i;J� � \ 8 ,
Call between5pm and11pm,
�
Sunday through Fn. day, and you'll save 40%
'[17
/'"
off our �ay rate.
'�·t
#
,
�ver dial !1 �rong number? AT&r gives
.
you
\,\�
�mmeg1at� �r..�9Jt If �ou do. And of course, you ca
n
co
un
t
on
AT� for clear long distance connectio
ns anyplace you call. '
To
fin
d
ou
t
mo
ab
re
ou
t hOV\' AT&r can
.
V,
give �s a c�ll. With a little luck, you won't help save you money,
have i01iail�fa round: WI th �
the nch kids. Call toll-free today, aQ_
800 222-0300 ..
At. �

N�ws Editor

Stephanie Gandy
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Nancy Scotto

Another added feature at KUOP, also made possible by the
Ralph Guild Grant, is two state-of
the-art, broadcast station-grade
compact disc players that allow for
digital recordings.
The recording studios are availa
ble to everyone on the UOP cam
pus. A studio fee is charged with
discounts being offered to UOP
departments, students and staff.
Students also can benefit. They
can work at KUOP for course
credit through practicums and
work study programs. "We want
people to be aware that we're here.
Our studios are new, so a lot of
students don't know they can work
on their projects (soundtracks for
slide shows, etc) right here on
campus. We're starting to get more
students coming in as they hear
about us," concluded Sacco.

?

he availability of aca emic
minors is now a reality at
Pacific. Although all departments
are not offering minors, there are
more than 20 appro ved minor s as

·

:�� �� if���

Tom

SaccO ·

Sports Edttor

Christine Grzesiak, John Blasinga
me and Lee Fennell, convenor.
en the subcommittee com
pleted its study they concluded that
a properly designed system of min
ors would provide more benefits
than detriments to the students and
University according to committee
repor ts. Student!> are allowed to
pursue no more than two majors
and a maximum of three programs
in any combination of majors and
minors. Students may chose from
several combinations: ( 1 ) two ma
jors and one minor, (2) one major
and two minors, (3) one major and
one minor, (4) two majors and no
minor, or (5) one major and no

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

proximate!
illion.
e �··-..NH
� are a res
he
having to cover the loan interest
while the students are still in
school. Paying the going annual
interest rate above the 8 or 9 per
cent the student must pay after
graduation is also in the hands of
the government.
To offset the eligibility changes
in GSL', the Finance Center and
Financial Aid Office are "ex-·
ploring other ideas for long-term
financing," says Phillips.
The Reconciliation Act contains ,
a number of other changes-some
bad and some good from the
students '
standpoi nt--to
be
publicized in about a month,
following the passing of the
proposal.
It currently stands, however,
that GSL applications for 1986-87
must be filed immediately to insure
receiving the loans, and that this
year's aid will not be affected by
the Reconciliation Act.

·�.

at KUOP. Tony Schonenberger is
doing the actual contsruction of
the studio which will be operation
al by November.
This studio will be dedicated to
Ralph Guild and will be used for
"advanced student training. Stu
dents will be trained for On-air
work and it will enable further
production psossibilities," said

Bv Brian Thompson

QUESTION #2.

:;r·

(conlinuedfromopage.l)

Minors now availabl e

The right choice.
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ac�oss the natton
No dorms for man y new stud en ts
S

OUTH BEND, IN--G ary
Anderson, a pre-med fresh
man at Notre Dame, has started
his college career living with three
other students in a study lounge
"small enough for just one,
really."
Anderson, who gamely adds
"it's not that bad," is not the only
college student being wedged into
study lounges, small dorm spaces,
single dorm rooms and other
nooks and crannies this fall as
scores of campuses nationwide suf
fer from an unexpected, though
probably temporary, on campus
housing shortage again.
The culprit, they say, is an unan
ticipated flood of new freshmen.
So rnany new freshmen regis
tered at Emory University in Atlan
ta, for example, that administrat
ors offered upperclassmen $1,000
or a luxury off-campus apartment
if they agreed to move out of the
dorms.
Duke, Alabama, Florida, Cal
Davis and, according to one
national campus housing official,

,

''the great majority'' of colleges
across the country are running out
of room to house students on
campus this faJl. It wasn't su_p_posed
to happen at all, says James Grubb,
president of the Association of.
College and University Housing
Officers (ACUHO).
"We all looked at shrinking en
rollments through the 1980's and
nineties," he says. Colleges didn't
buy or build new dorms because
"housing was expected to stay stea
dy or decline during that period."
Grubb feels colleges simply have
misjudged enrollment trends,
which were supposed to head
downward because there are fewer
18-year-olds in the population.
College enrollment did fall two
percent last year, a College Board
census released last week showed,
but it has been steady through the
decade.
Grubb's not sure why some
schools have stayed so crowded.
"Ahhough colleges are actively
marketing themselves, I don't
think that in itself would explain

the increases in housing demand
s."
Freshmen may gravitate toward
dorms for social reasons.
"Students who are new to the
community have no sense of belon
ging, no friends yet," says Alaba
ma Housing Chief Tom Strong.
Dorms offer easy ways to develop
them.
There are money reasons, too.
"I wouldn't make a blanket
statement that dorm living is chea
per," Grub says, "but it is still a
fairly economical way to live and
eat while you're in school."
At Florida, Housing Director
Jarttes Grimm thinks there's "a
50/SO chance" UF will build a new
dorm after 10 long years of over
crowding.
"Right now we've got an over
flow of 400," he says. "For the
ftrst time, we've had to put stu
dents up in the local Holiday Inn."
Grimm has "been asking tor a
new building for ten years now,
and the answer I get is, 'If you can
afford it at this bond interest rate,

·

fme.• Now that the interest rate is
coming back down again, I've re
newed my request again."
Cal-Davis recently bought four
nearby buildings, remodeled them
as dorms and created space for
I ,224 more on-campus students.
Notre Dame's Anderson says "it
would be great if I got a real room
in. this dorm," but he's not sure
how long he could keep the fragile
new friendships he's begun if the
school eventually moves him to a
different building.
He vows he's "doing all right"
studying in his cramped environs,
although "my mom's not too hap
py." She thinks Anderson shouldn't
have to pay as much for room and
board "as kids with a real room,"
her son reports.
"Maybe they shouldn't accept
more students than they have beds
or rooms," Anderson suggest.
"We still have our stuff in suitcases
or cardboard boxes. When they do
move me, I expect at least some
help!"
(CPS)

·
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Or the grand prize, for the number one student referral . .
champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year d unlmuted
COtli'INENTAL AND NEW 10RKAIL
coach
air travel.
or w�i,
If you're a ful! ·t;r� <;rudent �tan a�r-c!itoo
And how do you b· LObe the referrnl cL.. ..pion? Just sign
versity you can join our Colle_gtatc Rtg�tBank. 'tDu ll recetve up as many friends as possible, and make sure )001" �l!lber,
a membership card and number that will allow )Ul to get
srup number is on their application. In order to be ehgtble for
10% off O:mtinent?.! :md New York Air's alrea.ly low fares. In
any prize you and )001" referrals must sign up before 12/31186
addition, you'll get a one,time certificate good fcr $25 ('!J any and each referral must fly 3 segments on Continental or N�
domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, you ll be able to earn tnp; to
York Air before 6/15/87. And you'll not only get credit for the
places like Aorida, Denver, w Angeles, even Lpnrun and,
enrollment, you'll also get 500 bonus miles.
.
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly you'll earn mile,
So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to .U:cltrle
also
age towards a free trip. �d if you sign up now
your current full time srudent ID number. 1hat way tt U only
.
magazme
Careers
k
\Xke
s
OfBusmes
ues
receive 3 free iss
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31/86) and $40 for four
years ($60 after 12/31/86). Your membership kit, inch.rling
.
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credtt
cam you can call us at 1-800,255A3 21 and enroll even fdSter.
more than ever it pay s to stay in school.
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J u d g e l et s sh a nt ie s st ay
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ALT LAKE CITY UT-A
· dge last w�k ruled
::uera1 JU
u
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r
University of Utah anti-apartheid
demonstrators don 't have to tear
,
· syrnbolic "shanties ..
down therr
even if they've become a target for

S u 1c 1
ia�C

olleae studems' euiddes usually can be traced to
with academi� and family
stutfents'
- "coping often are exacerproblems,' and tWi
,ear study of collegiate suicides
bated by drua .,, a
has found.
week in the New Enaland
And a
Journal
TV movies about sUicide
can
commit suicide.
�·
·
n•u·- t a psy
choloailt at
·
and a part of the fi�,_
study of
tl
Illinois, Cbicaao and all the
too often seen as a problem-solver.
llia l 0 schools,
.SOme students in
midst of an intolerable situation can
see no other way.
College juniors
students are at the hishest
risk of suicide, the
found .
The JUmo n-es
all y men-face the stress of
achievement tests aDd career decisions, Gauthier sa;s.
Grad students, in tum , are under intense aCademiC
r.ressure to succeed, but don't have the advantage! of
•social anchon" Uk-e �e1 children and secure Jobs
to help them cope with it sne adds. Lousiana State
University nted Ptof. Frank Wolf in 1984 found first year
med students seem to have the hishest level of streSS
among all levels of coJleglans.
Of the 77 students who committed suicides at the 12
midwestern campuses through the five years of the study,
32 percent were grad stuaents. 1'birteel1 percent were
freshmen, the study - which was formally presented at
the recent American Psychology Association convention
- found.
September and March seem to be the peek suicide
seasons on campus, the researchers say.
None of the researchers involved in the study, descnDed
as the first extensive scientific look at suicide on the
college level, was sure why.
But drugs did seem to be involved in many of the
recorded instances.
"Use of chemicals is one of the many dimensions which
increase suicide potentiality, "reports Michigan State's
JoAnn McFall, one of the psychologists involved in the
study.
"Chemically dependent" students, she says, "exhibit
decreasing coping skills, impaired judgement and
increasing isolation, which combine to potentiate suicidal
tendencies. ' '
McFall adds that not all users try t o kill themselves.
"The potential, however, is there. The person is no longer
in control. It adds fuel to the rrre. "
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Tem pora ry teachers bei ng used more

olleges are hiring fewer
tenure-track faculty mem
bers, and thus are creating a kind
9 f teaching "underclass" that is
damaging higher education, the
American Association of Univer
sity Professors (AAUP) says in a
new report .
The new temporary faculty
members--most of them women
get l�s pay and have less academic
freedom in their classrooms, the
report charges.
College hiring of temporary
teachers has grown at an alarming
rate, the AAUP added, mostly
because it's cheaper to hire tem
poraries than to recruit tenure-level
professors.
But colleges are "shooting
themselves in the foot" by doing
so, says Dr. Herschel Kasper, a
Princeton professor who authored
the AAUP report.
The nontenure-track teachers
C

"adversely affect the quality of
faculty and the attractiveness of
the institution," Kasper adds.
One reason, he explains, is
that students and other faculty
members can form only "tenuous
relationships" with the temporary
teacher.
AAUP officer Dr. Robert
Kreiser adds short-term professors
may be "not as committed" to
students as their tenure-track
colleagues.
"Most," Kreiser says, "are
assigned to the most pedagogal
tasks, and are not as available to
students as other long-term
faculty. What does that say about
the quality of education?''
Temporary
t eac h e r s ,
moreover, are more ''economically
concerned" about their careers,
and more prone to avoid con
troversy in class.
But the trend, thanks mostly

to state and federal budget cuts, is
accelerating, the AAUP report
found.
Nearly a half of all the first
time jurilor faculty positions-Jobs
taken right after graduate school
were nontenure-track in 198 1 .
By 1982-83, some 60 percent
of the nation's humanities faculty
members were not tenured.
Women, moreover, now oc
cupy between 40 percent and 45
percent of all the nontenure-track
positions on American campuses,
Kasper adds.
"We learned the incidence of
full time nontenure-track em
ployees increased dramatically and
spread to virtually all fic!lds, "
Kreiser says.
Kasper debunks the notion
that temporary teachers make it
easier for colleges to try new cour
ses al)d cut back labor costs in
fiscally hard times.
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University of North Carolina
College Republican chapter members were in�olv� in a �ense s�doff last spnng With anu-aparthe1d
protestors, while staffers at the
ultraconservative Dartmouth Review were arrested in connection
with the vandalism of shanties of
Dartmouth's green last February.
A College Republican chapter
member was also arrested at Penn
State for tacking " Don't Tread on
Me, Blackie" posters around the
campus last spring.
At Utah, though, the anti-antiapartheid folks are led by Ron
Gardner, who calls himself "a
card-carrying Young Democrat . "
Speaking o f the shanty vandalism, "I have no idea who did that,
although our organization was implicated," Gardner says.

two

Here's a great way to get extra mtleage from your

computer budget, PLUS
Spnng Break for
.tern ftC Sony prrzes!
Just

'"

the chance to wtn e week

Daytona

Beach end other

f•ll out the coupon at your campus booKstore

and you're automatrcarly entered rn the Sony D1sk
Breaks Sweeps:akes Or· buy ten Sony 3 5" or 5 'I•"

Floppy Dtsks and marl tn the coupon w1th oroof.
of·purcha�e-you'll get a FREE Storage Cese to put
them rn
But hurry, thts offer extends for a hmrted ume only
If you want Drs!< Breaks, you better steo on n'

Enter The Sony Disk
Breaks Sweepstakes!
No Purchase Necessary

S 0 Ny;

(CPS)

GOTTS CHALKS

' ' I nstitutions
arg u e
curriculum flexibility by saying
'There are new studies and fields
we'd like to try and see if they are
attractive to students," Kasper
says.
But by using temporary
teachers to try the classes, colleges
really don't commit themselves to
making sure the classes are viable.
" What we (AAUP) con
cluded was there's no need to have
one of those new provisional
arrangements because every in
stitution is entitled to have new
faculty on probation for at least
four years," Kasper explains.

Your Opportunity in Retail

California's Largest I ndependently Owned
Department Store
Will be on Campus Interviewing
Thursday, October 7, 1986

For Executive Trainees

Opportunities in Buying, Operations Personnel
Finance, Data Processing and Fashion Merchandisin
g

Sign-ups in Placement Officefor Appointment

GOITSCHALKS Strongly Recommends All Intereste
d
Students Attend Pre-session on:
Wednesday, October 6
at 4:30 p.m. at U .C. Conference Room

(CPS)

Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh
sponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or �pring 1�0-day odyssey
�board the Amencan-bmlt S.S. Universe
bterally offers you the world.
You can earn 12 - 15 transferable units
from y�u� choice of more than 50 lower
and
upper dtvtston courses, while calling
upon
pla�es as culturally diverse as Japan,
Hong Kong '
Indta, T�rkey, the Soviet Union, Yugosla
via
and Spam.
It is a learning adventure designed
to
transf?rm students of every col
or race and
creed mto true citizens and sch
ol�rs of
the world.

SonyOffers Disk· Breaks!

�

�

·

.

BUY 1 0 SONY FLOPPY
DISKS . . . WI N GREAT
PRI ZES! GET A FREE DISK
STORAGE
CASE!

vandals.
1n his ruling, U S District Judge
ct ivel y
Ald on An der son effe .
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but th at l't sh0uldn't be enough to
shut the movement down.
The anti- apar theid stud ents
themselves tend to blame conservative students for the vandalism that
has plagued them with increasing
frequency since last fall ' though
the conservatives deny the charges .
Arsonists torched shanties at Indiana during the summer, while at
th peak of the spring protest
SC:Wn vandals wrecked or defaced
the "shelter" - meant to symbolize the poverty of black citizens of
segregationist South Africa - at
Berkeley, Stanford, Yale, North
Carolina Dartmouth ' Missouri
and M�land among other cam'
puses.
The hazards persuaded officials
at a number of colleges to ask
protestors to dismantle the structures before someone got hurt, and
the schools themselves were held
liaole.
University of Utah President
Chase Peterson. for one, cited safety and liability problems when he
asked students to dismantle the
shanties.
But Judge Anderson last week
ruled that, while Peterson could
impose "reasonable" restrictions
on use of the shanties, dismantling
them would violate the protestors'
rights to express themselves
politically.
The university is appealing the
ruling.
The shanties in the Dunn Meadow, erected in April, have been
the target o f five attacks. BB guns,
eggs, chemicals, tear gas and a
Molotov Cocktail have all come
hurtling toward the buildings and
their occupants.

On Aug. 1 8 , two of the buildings were burned to the ground.
No one was tnJured and n 0 0. ne
has been arrested m connection
with the incident. Josh Nessen of
the Amencan Co�'ttee on .Afnca, which �oordma�es na���al
campus ant1-aparthe1d act1V1t1es
each spn?g and fall • bl a mes
.
th� ,Republican.
�arty
. the
n lS housed m
Our oppositiO
Repub lican Party, '.' he . says.
"They are collaborating With the
South Afn� regune to. belP set
up moderate st�den� alliances. A
lot of money 1s �. fWl!lelled
from the Reag� admirus�atio , to
College Republican cam�grlS.
While College Republican officia1s readily concede they. oppose ,
calls f<?r colleges to �U th�rr stocks
that do busmes m South
in
�
Afnca, they deny Nessen s charge.
"We have f�rmally t en a
.
contl vestment,
starld for
ced� Dennis Kilcoyne, h�d of �e
National College Republicans m
Washington , D.C . . "In fact, �e
encourage more mvestment (m
South Africa). However, we are
not funding any group agarlist
divestment. ' '
Officals , he adds, "would not
touch this (issue) with a 10-foot

For full in.forrnation includi
ng a catalog and appli
cation,
call l-800- 854 -01 95 Or wr
'
ite 8emester at Sea:
'
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...- cation
University of Pittsburgh,
.. ' 2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania
15260 .
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Stu d en ts . b rin g joy to eld ers

Teacher Feature

By Jim Smith

Staff Writer

By Robyn Gillon
StaffWriter

The campus community can than!( a miracle that Dr. Ar
len J.
Jfansen is still at UOP.
� was_�orced to terminate his sabbatical eat;ly, due to a severe

medical condition. Nex.t came a rushed trip from Germany
to
Stoekton for smgery to arrest a life·threatening cancerous tumor in his
kidney.
The success'of this 6peration has enabled Hansen to be back to
daY
s r in the department of English .
as a fule
l-tim profeso
W
rth the poss�blli typ_f having only a few days to live, Hansen b.adto
make a ratherbtg deeiSton of where he wanted to have the operation'
and pdSSibly die.
"I decid¢ t? come back here to die,'' stated Hansen.
While dela g the oper tion until he returned home
�
!ldded mat
�
risk, the operation has proVIded him the chance to continue his normal
life. Hansen has been a professor at UOP {or 17 years. l)uring that
•

p he.also bas traveled extensively through Europe giving lectures in
countries such as Spain, Belgium, and .}<ranee. He brings a wide range
ofexperiente from all over the world.
His trayels ,have also� taken bim · to Engla.rtd

for a year from

-198' 1. to Vienna. Austria, as well as to Poland vvllere be lectured
tia trtontb dudng the sUmm.er of 1984.

From 1985 to June of 1986•.Hansen was on sabbatical .in Aachen,
was a prof
¢SSor at a technical university there.
,.'The university was the MlTof Germany," stated Hansen.
::.ut 'Chose Aachen due fo its location on the French, Belgian, and
l,jUtch boarder and it$,Proximity to Paris:
Much of Hansen's time was spent in Paris, where he was doing
*-ch for a book in which he plans to depict that city in the 1920's
,,
do
Hansen obt$ed his Bachelor's degree in mathematics from Iowa
State University.
on with his education, )le obtained bis
l)octorate in EngHsltAmerican Literature from the University of
� puring the 19(i0'�, .Hansen taught at ;Bradley University itt
leona. Illinois before coming to the University of the Pacific in 1969.
t\li important part .()f his life is his family. He has been married t()
1iis Wife, Lynn fOr 27 years. During h is recent medical crisis she was
fspecially h�JpfuL topbim. Hansen also has a daughter who is a
jraduate from Chico State University and presently lives and wor�l! in
StQCkton. One ot his sons :attended UOP for two years as well as
·

�Y where be

Continlling

.

.

studying

a

now a

student in Iowa. His Youngest son is presently doing undergraduate
:fOrk at San Francisco StateUitiversity.
Hansen is ·an aample''Of the unitjue types of professors who the
University o�,tlleJ!aclJjc btjngs t,P faculty and. students.
abroad in France for

By Eric Zimmerman
Staff Writer

T

Room

he Interfraternity Council is
now in the process of coor
dinating rush for the spring
semester. The council is organizing
the spring calender and is in the
process of electing a men's rush
chairman.
The Greek women are now con
centrating on their rush activities.
In the Panhellenic meetings they
are discussing the upcoming pre
rush events. The Pre-rush party on
September 17 was a success. One
hundred girls were exposed to the
four Greek houses. It was, howe
ver, only the beginning of the
pre-rush activities. Prospective
rushees have an additional chance
to look at each house. Each of the
houses_js_ JJ,aving an individual
theme party to introduce specif-

semester and is

graduate

ic personalities of each sorority.
The schedule is as follows: Alpha
Chi Omega, November 1 3th; Delta
Delta Delta, October 16th; Delta
Gamma, October 27th; and Kappa
Alpha Theta, October 7th. Each of
the parties will start promptly at
6:30pm. All women interested are
urged to attend.
Little sister rush for the fratern
ities is coming to a close. Omega Phi
Alpha has included 30 little sisters
into their clan. Sigma Alpha Epsi
lon, Alpha Kappa Lambda, and
Archania have yet to be concluded.
Phi Delta Chi has added 1 8 new
little sisters this year.
Delta Gamma 's Anchor Splash
is coming up Sunday, October Sth.
This event is not a part of Greek
week this year because of rotation
al rights for the other sororities.
This event will be covered in the
next issue.

T

he elderly in our society of
ten are categorized as people
who are old and useless, put into
homes by family members who
don't have time or desire to care
for them. Many of these people
who are placed in these homes of
ten become lonely because they
have no one outside of their family
who comes to visit. This issue is
what helped to start a program run
by the Anderson Y Center, known
as the Adopt-A-Grandparent
program.
This program began two years
ago when a group of students from
an interpersonal communication
group got together for a project.
This project, which was an idea by
instructor Sue Gust, was to focus
upon a social program which could
help a group of people become
more socially active within a
group. Bruce Hunter, executive
director of the Anderson Y, was
receptive to the idea of having a
group of students visit elderly
people in a home. "This type of
program was a benefit to both the �
students and the elderly because it
·�
gave them both an outlet for unA caring friend can belp and Jearn
derstanding," Hunter said.
main
reason
for
After these goals were
The
establishing this program was the established, activities were formed
idea that people in the homes to benefit both the elderly and the
would be receptive to those studen- students. Many of the elderly are
ts who came to visit. The elderly confmed to wheelchairs and can
feel lonely and isolated much of move around very little. Activities
the time in these homes and often needed to be formed that were easy
shut themselves off from the out- to do, but also beneficial.
side world.
This year the program has
Many new
With the help of the Head begun to take-off.
Staff Executive of the home anu ideas and concepts have been put
some dedicated students, the · into the program to make it even
program began. The site decided more effective than previously. As
upon as a location for the Hunter stated about the original
visitation program was Brookside program, "They (students) didn't
Manor, which houses about 60 achieve what they set out to do
people. The main objective of the because their original goal was so
program was to set-up a list of large. They were able to form an
goals that could be achieved. idea and were able to get the
These goals were: to provide people interested. "
students an opportunity to conMonica Ashhurst, this year's
front a particular social issue in coordinator, is interested in the
their n�g!tborliood; to hejghten elderly and would like to make a
the awareness of the problem that difference. "I used to visit a con
there is a limited number of well valscent hospital at home and felt
trained and qualified staff in the good about visiting and cheering
field; to instill a respect for the up the older people. I like to help
value of the experience and others and this is a good way to be
knowledge that seniors have to of- creative. It's my kind of thing. "
fer; t o affirm seniors and give them
Many new and innovative
dignity; to become open to dif- ideas have been brought into the
ferent perspectives.
program involving more one on

�

�

�

•

one between the student and the
adopted grandparent. Also a new
idea known as "Secret Pals" bas
become a part of the program. It
involves writing letters or giving
small gifts to an elderly person
from a "secret pal". This idea was
implemented because it was
thought that it would brighten a
grandparent's day if they knew
there was someone who really
cared about them. Also trips to
the park and possibly a UOP play
production have been planned.
This is the type of program
that can be a special benefit to both
the student and the adopted gran
dparent. Hunter stated, "Students

can benefit from the richness of
someone else's life experience. In
sights that are not available
through study can be agreat asset
to someone who is young.
Wisdom is precious and only corns
through time."
If you would like to become a
volunteer
and
" Adopt-A
Grandparent' ' , you can contact
Hunter or Ashhurst at the Ander
son Y Center at 946-2444 .
This is the type of experience
· that one will never learn from a
textbook. Be a part of brightening
someone's day and possibley
making your own life even more
worthwhile.
.
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PIZZA

OF HOLDERS CHOICE

Guiseppe's Pizza

9 5 1 -939 3 (86)
Piping Hot Pizza in 4 5 minutes or less, or receive 3 times the value of
this coupon . Valid on delivery too!
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Mens Shop
linroln Center 478-4020

Timely, Yet Timeless.
The cl,l'isic 1 00% Yirgin wool shirt
fr0m Pendleton al w ays means
qual ill' and value. Every detail
ir�)m the carctully matched
platds to the gently tapered
bod1· and generous rounded
tails prol ide evidence
of h igh standards of
tailonng excellence .
�fade in and for

Pilot Pen
has something
. even smoother
than this.

'

America.

Want to
rise above the
dull routine?
We carry all your
favorite Marvel comics,
as well as Marvel back-issues,
paperbacks, posters , collectors'
items and much more- all
guaranteed to run your imagination wild!
Spider-Man, The Incredible Hulk,
Captain America and the entire Marvel U niverse
are waiting for you today. Browsers welcome!

Words and Pastimes
Pilot's new Brougham Is smoother
llld more comfortable than any rolling
ball pen you've ever used.
.
A gutsy claim but true. Buy a new Pilot Brougham
and prove rt to yourself.
Send us the coupon.
Proof-of-purchase (a receipt
Will do) and $4.95. Check
or money order only. You'll
Qet a 'What's Smoother" tee
shi rt (an $11.00 value) and a
free Ptlot Spotliter highlighting
:nar11er A total value of $11.79 lor
Only $4.95. Alla.v 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

5

6132 Pacific Avenue
Stockto n, California
(209) 957-3 957

(in Marengo Center near Swain)

Pilot Tee Shirt OHer, P.O. 8ox 4760,
waterbury, CT 06704

Yes. 1 v.�nt to prow 11 l''/e enclosed a
(no l tee
check tor $_ tor
shirt (s) and tree Spolhter(s)
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A clash of belie fs

It is a rare occurence at UOP when students stan4 up
for what they believe in. At the last UPBEAT Fil�s
Committee meetin g, a group of students from Cat�olic
Campus ministries made ' 'an appeal to the FI�s
Committee to remove the film Hail Mary from the moVIe
sc
ents led by President Michael Vollmer, noted
in the letter that the fJ.lm was "denoun� by R.o�an
Catholic priests and Pope John Paul for Its �bibli
rtrayal of the Virgin Mary in the events leadin$ t� , t e
rth of the human existence of our god, Jesus Chns.t . .
We don't believe that a controversy even .eXIsts
whether or not the fJ.lm corresponds to t�e Bible. T e
viewer will com��end the fJ.lm on many differen� levels.
Each person, AFfER seeing the film, will have a different
viewpoint.
the
.
'
To some like David Denby of the New York T1mes,
ion
celebrat
"a
is
J.lm
f
the
said
Denby
of
art.
pi�
fllm is a
of the blessedness of life on earth; it's one of �he most
tenderly religious movies ever made.'' To s,ome, li e o
John Paul the fllm is blasephemo"!s, direspect u an
insulting. These viewpoints are very dif�erent but they �e
each individual's own opinions. By trymg to remove � e
fUm from the movie schedule, the student� representmg
Catholic Campus Ministries are not allowmg people . to
develop their own opinions. Students who want to decide
for themselves should be given the ch�ce to see the film.
The decision of whether the film will be shown or . not
has been left up to the student s. The UPBEAT Com�ttr
e
has scheduled a debate on Sept. 29 and a vote
debate
the
attend
to
stuaents
urge
We
ds.
taken afterwar
.
and let each opinion be counted.
While we applaud the. stu�ei?-tS of Catholic Campus
Ministries for voicing therr op1n1�ns, we do not appla d
their method. Banning the film w� n�t �o any good, o
harm. Not showin$ the film will lnmt the !lumber o
viewpoints and our Ideals are shaped by the eXIstence of a
variety of opinions.
.
Michael Vollmer has g�tten hil!lself ��to a sti�k Y
situation According to Vollmer, he IS not mto banrung
movies" ·and he did not anticipate that his letter would
.
become a major issue.
This issue has, most likely, been . blown C?Ut of
proportion but some good is already C<?mmg out of It . .
We know now that most people will not remam silent
when they feel that their rights are being infringed upo�.
This issue also has prompted the VP�EAT Comnutt�
to establish a set of by-laws to deal wtth ISsues, such as this
one, when they arise.
Whatever the outcome of t�e VC?te on Monday, the
issue will most likely fade but It will ��ve some go�d
after-effects. Students will realize that 1t 1s OK to vmce
their opinions .
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Dear

Chapl ain's view·
Editor:

Free speech consists not only in
doing what we regard as right, but
in allowing what we feel is wrong
or false. Free speech is printing
what we may think is not truth or
even decent.
Free speech is both the voice of
God and the Devil's advocate. It is
sometime s
di fficult
to
be
absolutely sure which is which.
Those values of freedom for which
so many have sacrificed so much
must not be compromised in the
name of imposing what is "right . "
Hail Mary is curre ntly
under challenge within the Uni
versity Community. If I had seen
the film, I might consider it to be a
poor film, in bad taste , or
artistically unworthy of anyone's
time or money. It also might be an
innovative retelling of an ancie
nt
story . However, I personaly
l op
pose withdrawing the film from
UPBEAT'S film program while
respecting the efforts to do so.
A higher value is at stake than
whether the ftlm is offensive. In
trinsic to the nature Clf the pursuit
of Truth is the r.� exchange of ide
as. Within the Chrisuan co:nmunitv
there ;s a diverstty of opinion
garding this film. Diversity must
not be seen as divisiveness . 1ii::

Christian Church, which is the
the Mother of the modern university,
is deeply committed to the axiom
that Truth will triumph.

God will not wither or fade
away because of artistic representa
tions judged by some to be blasphe
mous. The history of the arts is
filled with stories of classical
masterpieces being condemned
when they are presented. I am not
placing Hail
Mary in this
��zgory but am confident that it
will quickly fade into oblivion un
less there is a redeeming Truth
within it. If there is a Truth to be
heard, then we do well to endure
the pain of stretching ourselves to
receive it.

,;_

Peace,
Gary B. Putnam

LSU bans
Hail Mary
LSU ' s U n ion Governing
Board refused to fund a show
ing of the fllm, which purports
to update the story of Jesus'
birth and includes several brief
nude scenes, and prompted the
student government to accuse it
of censorship.

))l!ar

Editor:

Jean-Luc Godard is recognized

as <'D

of the major directors of
world cinema, an artist whose repu
tation has been established over
twenty-five years of ftlmmaking.
His ftlms have been the subject of
numerous books and articles in
scholarly journals.
Speaking directly of Hail Mary
it was awarded the "outstanding
ftlm" by the Catholic Association

at the Berlin Film Festival. The
award attested to not only its art

nd
directly connected with expo�
on:
matt
Inca
the
of
a
dogm
e
ing th
made
that Jesu s was flesh, was
and born of the body of a
man,

.

mortal woman.
.
So too does Godard m Hall
Mary underscore this b�ic element
ts a gentle
of doctrine. Hail Mary
and deep
ence
rever
of
work
a
ftlm,
ar
religious spirit. The . clamor
e
com
has
tt
to
nse
oused in respo
who
ple
peo
from
rely
enti
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almo
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Hail Mar

tradition of Western art .

Diane Borden
Professor of English and Film

istic merit but to the profound man

ner in which it portrayed religi
ous matters. At the New York Fum
Festival, a Jesuit priest headed a
panel discussing the spirit of the
New Testament .
Indeed, Godard's portrayal of
the Mary story, the I mmaculate
Conception and birth of Christ,
has a long tradition in Western art
and literature. Numerous poets,
such as Herbert, Crashaw, William
Butler Yeats, and Rilke, have exa
mined themes involving the

Mother of Jesus. One negative
criticism of the film states that the
actress playing Mary appeared
nude. How can this be construed
negatively, when 90 percent of the
sacred paintings depict Mary and
Jesus, masterpieces of art which
appear in churches and museums,
portray the baby Jesus naked with
his genitals purposely shown and
often sucking at the naked breast

of His mother. The noted art critic
Leo Steinberg has commented that
in Renaissance art the convention
of displaying Jesus's genitals was

AS President
re lat es vie w s

The Mary of Jean Luc-Godard as played by Myriem Roussel.

The lette r

And the con trov ersy beg ins

Editor's l'llote: The following is a
1
A situation has arisen here at
copy of the feller sent to UPBEA T
UOP that I feel the students should films and is printed here to give the
be aware of. At a recent UPBEAT
reader a chance to_Jee, first hand,
Ftlms Committee meeting, a con
what started this debate.
cerned group of students asked
TO: UPBEAT Films Committee
that the film Hail Mary, scheduled
On behalf of the Christian
for November 18, be removed
Community of UOP that are pre
from the film schedule because of
sent here today, I would like to
content that they considered to be
make an appeal to the UPBEAT
blasphemous. The film is a modern
Films Committee to remove the
day reworking of the Christ tale in
fllm, Hail Mary, showing Thurs
which Joseph is a cabbie and Mary
day, November 1 8, 1 986 at the
works in a gas station.
UOP University Center Theater
The purpose of this letter is not
from their movie schedule
to voice my stand one way or the
This film was denounced by Ro
other, but to encourage you, the
man Catholic priest, Cardinal
students to do so. Whether you are
in favor or against the screening of
this film, it is important that you
voice your stand, as the decision
will set a precedent for UPBEAT
Films to adhere to in the future.
You can have the chance to get Dear Editor:
your say at the UPBEAT Films
A liberal arts college exists so
meeting on Monday, September 29
that the student may broaden his
at 6 p.m. in the UC Theatre.
understan ding of the world
The wants of the students will be through exposure to varied schools
considered at this debate, and if it
of thought . Although UOP is a
is felt that a general opinion of the
liberal arts college, a situation ex
student body is that the film should
ists today that would deny our
be censored, then it will happen. Is
students their basic right to such
that what you want? Whether you
exposure: There is a movement to
answer that with a yes or no, it is
censor the film Hail Mary, Jean
important that you are there to be
Luc Godard's modern day version
heard.
of the birth of Jesus.
Rob Lantennan
The issue here is one of our
ASUOP President constitutional right to choose: to

Dear Editor:

•

·

John O'Connor, of New York
and Pope John Paul II in October,
1985 for its unbiblical portrayal of
the Virgin Mary in the events
leading to the birth of the human
existence of Jesus Christ.
As stated in the October 2 1 ,
1 985 Time magazine: ' 'The Virgin
(Myriem Roussel) is presented as a

gas-station attendant whose lan
guage is anything but pure. Her
"Uncle Gabriel" does arrive by jet
plane dressed and behaving like a
police-state thug, and her would-be
husband J oseph responds to
Mary's predicament more like a
wimp than a saint . Above all,

·

Mary does appear several' times in
thelnude . . .
We believe the scenes in this ftlm
are disrespectful to God, Jesus
Christ, for pomaying his mother,
"

Mary, and the angel, Gabriel, in a
most irreverent manner.
Beause of the falseness of the
biblical characters portrayed in this
movie and the irreverentness tow
ard God, we would like the UP
BEAT Films Committee to remove
this film from their movie sche
dule.
Thank you for your considera.
tton.

Michael C. VoUmer

S c h ool n eeds l i be ra l vi ews

-··-
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I n a University commuruty,

in which liberal education. is stres
a
mfo�
to
s
acces
sed, where open
tion is guaranteed by the Constitu
tion, Hail Mary should have the

see a movie, to read a book, to

listen to rock lyrics, if we so please.
By attempting to censor this mov
ie, Michael C. Vollmer, who
claims to represent the Christian
community of UOP (in his letter to
UPBEAT Films Committee), takes
the burden of our collectiv e choice
onto his presumptuous shoulders.
If this attempt at censorship
should succeed, what will be next?
UC Gallery exhibits? Class reading
lists? Concerts at the Spanos Cen
ter?

Students of UOP. defend your
right to broaden your horizons and
think for yourselves. There will be
a hearing (can you believe it7)
Monday, September 29 at 6 p.m.
in the UC Theatre to debate and
vote on whether or not to show this
ftlm.
Please Michael, let us bear thr
cross of choice as individuals and
"" adults. To see or not to see, that
is our decision.
1

Suzanne Maineri and
Allison Sutton

-- __._

What do you think of the choice of films shown on campus?

• • •

Sean Smith
Stsff for Cbi Alpha Mini<;teries

Betb Fnckeltoa
Sophomore
Sdlool of Ed..tlon
They are pml)l good. Time
are a lot of dl/!ert!tll movies, some
that I haven 't seen but tlwn they
also have the poJIIl#IJr ones.

•

•

Tracy Martin
Junior
Vocal Performance
I think they are great. They
seem to be very popular. They
ch()(lf(! movies well. They field to
ali kinds ofpeople.

Helen Peiker
Senior
avo Engineering
Some movies are in bad taste,
like "Star 80" which was shown in
the spring of '84. I don 't know
why they ('an 't show the good ones
on weekends. Generally the films
are good.

I'm wondering who 's making
the choices. There are a lot of
films brought on campus that the
students don 't know about. A lot
of times, the films are chosen by
their popularity and popularity is
measured by the amount of violen
ce and debauchery. What about
movies about love, history, or
heart warming family movies?
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D e b ate s u p p o rt s fre e d o m
� impOrtant question of perna1

Editor:

freedom of conscience is to
ated , and decided, on this
eb
d
50
be pus in the next few weeks . A
�p of concerned students wish
decision, made last
grooverride the
the UPBEAT film cOm·

� by
to

� �ncededlY controversial
Jlli!!fC

show the film, Hail Mary.

award
by
Godard
, is
film
ing
n
in
sch�W.ed for �- singl�
9 pro on Tuesday,
showing at
em
18,
at the University
r
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Nov
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subjected
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No lesser issue than censorship is
raised here . The concerned stu
dents who believe the film to be
offensive are unwilling to simply
give it a miss. They are equally
unwilling to express their opposi
tion to the ftlm by utilizing public
forums to protest the ftlm register
ing their opinion and that of others
they can convince, in a box office
vote. These concerned students
insist that no one may see the ftlm
According to them because it
offends values dear to them, it may
not be supported with student

�entlY

,

.

funds.
The direction of their argument
is clear. "Their" money is only to
be used to support "Their" pro
grams . Such arguments, while su

perficially appealing, hide the
threat of majority domination, a

concept far fro m, and
not to be
.£<>�fused
. .. Wlth. �ajority "rule." A
legJ.tunate maJonty not only
toler-:
ates , but supports, minorit
y interests . To this end the uPBEA
T Film
��ttee_attcm� to sche
dule a
Wlde range of programs manyOf
which will never attra�t a
large
audience. I believe that both
the
maj ority• and many minorities, are
best served by this approach
to
dispersing the film budget.
If students paid only for activit. ��
Ies
personal interest, the opportunltles on campus would be
drastically curtailed. Many ASUOP
programs are made possible by
advanced plang
nin impractical for ad
hoc groups of interested stud
ents.
Many in fact cost more than the
small group which enjoys them
,could afford. However, a major
. value in attending a university is to
be exposed to ideas which are
perhaps not initially of personal
interest, which may in fact be
offensive or challenging and test
dearly held beliefs.

serve your right to free expression
from censorship, or should this
debate be settled forever in favor
of the rights of the minority, as
well the majority, to enjoy a
meaningful opportunity to express
their opinions on this campus?
Hail Mary, a single event, will be
history in only an evening, whether
it is shown or censored. But the
decision made on this ftlm will
have far reaching effects, in your
education. Regardless of your
opinion of this ftlm, or of the
appropriateness of censorship on a
university campus, you ought to
become involved. Every student on
campus should attend the Film Committ.ee . meetiiig -on Monday� sep-· .
tember 29, to hear the arguments
raised about this ftlm. Even more
important, every student should contact his or her ASUOP -represen·
tative to register an opinion on the
broader issue of censorship on our
campus.
I urge you to listen to what may
be persuasive arguments from the
Is the student body willing to concern
ed students who fmd this
have its educational experiences- -- film offens
iYe I urge you to boy
curtailed b� "ce�ors" whose only
cott the ftlm� if you agree with
pow�r res1des m the number of
them. But 1 urge you to resist any
bod1es they are able to produce
attempt to impose those values,
�hen votes are taken? Should even if you share them, on the rest
.
Ideas be subJect
to such a test of
of the campus community. If this
support before they can be exposed
ftlm is universally offensive and
to the student body, or is the
without redeeming value, that fact
�tudent body_ capable of e�aluating
will be better exposed by showing
1d� acco:ding to the dictates of
the ftlm to a discerning audience
therr own mtellects and conscienc·than by suppressing it.
es? Do you feel you ought to have
krlsten rinaker
to attend endless meetings to preassistant prof�r, SBPA

From The Corner Desk

Should win e
support · · ·- · -· ·
sports?

Hey, Now!

It's been an exciting week here at The Pacifican. Most
of us expected the issue of parking to be one of the great
concerns here on campus this year. This week, however, a
controversy concerning UPBEAT's choice of Hail Mary
as a movie to be shown in the UC Theatre has proved to
be a much-talked about topic. In fact, most of the

eg1ns

Editorial section this week is dedicatied to this issue.
Last year, The Pacifican was accused of being a "Chi
Alpha Newsletter' ' after all of the coverage we had of the
controversy concerning this campus group. I want to take
this time to express my views on how important it is to
have these controversies on campus.
One fact I hate to admit is that not everybody reads The
Pacifican. But when major controversies arise, more
people tend to get involved. In the case of last year's
coverage of Chi Alpha, more people read The Pacifican to
fmd out the scoop. In fact, it seemed to us that The
Pacifican was the actual battleground for the issue.
This is America. One of the aspects of the idea of
America and liberty is that we stand up for what we

ert
our consid
rou for y
1ichael C. VoUII«

11 8WS

believe. One can sit back and let others make the choices
and decide what's right, but what is accomplished by this?
If people stand up for what they believe, they strengthen
the ideals of America.
Americans are granted the freedom of speech--we
should use this right in any way we can. In this issue we
have editorials and letters from people of both sides of the
issue concerning Hail Mary. These people are expressing
their views because they want 9thers to consider their

-

stand on how they feel.

If life was easy and no controversies or conflict of in
terests arose, what would it be like? Face it, folks--life
would be pretty boring.

.
You all have a choice: You can sit back and let the tide
take you with it, or you can swim to your own island . If
you feel strongly about an issue, SPEAK OUT ! Let others
know how you stand. You will not only feel good about
yourself, but will encourage others to speak out them
selves.
I have a feeling that with all the cove�age (by The
Pacifican and word-of-mouth) of-the Hall Mary con
troversy the next UPBEAT meeting will turn out to be
pretty e�citing. It does n't matter what side you take, but if
you feel strongly about the issue, then be at The l!C
Theatre on September 29 at 6 p.m . Stand up and exercise
your rights!

Tommy Thornton
Editor-In-Chief

Ato m i c fa c ts w ro n g ?

Dear Editor:
Mr. DeRyke's discussion of the
Atomic Age is obviously an appeal
only to emotion rather than to
basic intelligence as most of his
supposed " facts " are actually
gross fabrications .
�e implies that the "nucl�
winter" theory has been extenstve
ly tested and proven . The truth is
that this theory is only a theory and
shall remain so until the thousands
of scientists spending m any mil·
lions of dollars eith<:r vrovc. or
disprove this theory.
Mr. DeRyke's second outright
fib is that 1!1� 1987 defense spend
ing authority is 320 billion dollars.
The true number is 292 billion, a
two percent decrease before infla·
tion, wi.th . the possibility that the

7
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In the old days, athletic teams
sent their players out with armfuls
of candy bars, stuffed animals and
calendars to sell in hopes of bring
ing fn money to support the
meager budgets each team was
allowed (some so-called 'minor'
sports still resort to these archaic
methods).
But in today's society of
microwavable TV dinners and in
vasions of the Transformers,
athletic teams have turned to more
modern ways of bringing in
revenue. Booster clubs, such as the
Pacific Athletic Foundation have
been formed. These 'clubs' are
filled mostly with business people
and parents of the athletes with
some spare time on their hands,
spare money in their pockets, and
a desire to support intercollegiate
competition.
Fine.
When such clubs come up
with new ideas to raise more
money for the teams is when the
problem arises. These people are
already donating a large chunk of
our athletic budgets, and now they
are being asked to contribute
-ffiol'e:· ·But the people behind th�
scenes wanted to fmd something
that these upper class patrons just
couldn't live without; something
they could look to with pride and
say yes, I support UOP.
But,
given the vast amount of
backgrounds of these succpssful
people, what could appeal to all
tastes?
Wine.
It wasn't very popularized,
but, believe it or.not, we- now have
our own wine. No longer are there
only t-shirts and notebooks to sup
port school spirit . . . now we can
belly up to the "ar and ord� a
glass (or caia'fe, . oi jug) ' of Tiger
Wine.
Bottled by the Delicato winery
of Modesto, our wine, a white zin
fandel, is being bottled and sold to
support our athletic teams.
It will be interesting to see
how this wine is promoted. "Your
$4.91 a bottle will help send the
mighty Tiger football team to
Hawaii", or, "For less than five
dollars you can feel and taste the
pride you'll have in yourself for
helping the Tigers on to victory'' .

With the amount o f alcoholics
increasing each year in our society,
you'd think something could be
sold that would not promote
alcohol usage. "But Mom," the
wasted little brother of an athlete
will say, "I just wanted to help the
Tigers."
If our players ever get tested
for drugs in their system, will Tiger
Wine be allowed?
But maybe since the times
have changed, there is no other
better way to get money into our
athl�ic teams. If that's the case,
if the best way for supporters to
help
our - teams
is
bv
"putting Tigers in their tanks,"
then it looks pretty sad.

TridaI Krause

:I:f 'S

Student questions morals
Dear Editor
On Tue. Sept. 16th I attended a
lecture by Dr. Daniel McGuire. called "Same Sex Marriage." I was
surprised to see only a few UOP
students present. Perhaps it was
for the best. They certainly di�'t
ooUidii' t h:ave
miss any Tdeas-they
found in Cosmopolitan or Play
boy Magazine. The rest of the
audience was mostly older men
and women, from presumably lo
cal churches, who I dare say ha
ven't the faintest idea about what
the Bible teach.es concerning sex
uality, marriage and the family.
Dr. McGuire's ideas that we
should all learn to accept homsex
uals and their lifestyle because this
is the way God created them "is
and erroneous as well as blasphe
mous statement. On the contrary,
the Bible says in Romans 1 :24-32
, that God gave them (the Homosex
uals) up to uncleanliness through
the lusts of their hearts, to dishon
or their own bodies between them
selves who exchanged the truth of
God for a lie . . . .the men leaving
the right use of the woman, burned
in their lust one toward another,
men with men working that which
is unseemly. Even as they did not
like to retain God in their Know
ledge God gave them over to a
reprobate mind." From a Biblical
basis Dr. McGuire is seriously mis
taken when he says God made the
homosexual the way he is and
therefore we should approve of his
behavior. No. God let them sin
away His grace by their rebelling
against His revealed Word because
they didn't want to obey His com
mandments and instead sought to
justify their evil practice. "Woe to
them who call evil, good, and
good, evil; who put darkness for
light, and light for darkness". Isai
ah 5:20
I asked Dr. McGuire a few ques
tions because I wanted to get to the
philosophical toots of his thinking.
First, I asked, 'Do you believe in
evolution· or do you believe-in the
creation of the world by God as

, recorded in Genesis?" He said he
believed in both. In both? Was he
an athdstic-evolutinist
o
? How illogi
cal and_IIDBjblical. My second ques
tion was "What is your standard
for morality? " He said his
.standard came-from-various. sourc
es like the- ch\u-ch- (preSumably the
Roman Catholic) and other writ
ings. Now the Roman Catholic
church according to the Pope's
authority doesn't teach that homo
sexuality is sanctioned by God.
Thus, Dr. McGuire's teachings are
an aberration in Roman Catholi
cism.
I told Dr. McGuire that I could
sense the tension that must exist in
his thinking. Most Roman Cathol
ic theologians see man's problem
as a metaphysical one instead of an
ethical one. According to this idea,
man's cruelty results from man
being finite. This is how man bas
always intrinsically been . But if we
accept this premise then we are
faced with a difficulty. If man was
created by a personal-infinite God
then how can we escape the conclu
sion that is personal-infinite God
who created man is Himself also
cruel? The French poet Charles
Baudelaire put it this way "If there
is a God, He is the Devil." In other
words, if man in his cruelty is the
way he has always been and if God
created man then Baudelaire's
thinking would seem reasonable.
The French Existentialist Albert
Camus saw basically the same
problem. If there is a God then we
cannot fight social evil because if
we do, then we are fighting against
God who made the world the way
it is.
Is homosexuality wrong? Not if
you believe as Dr. McGuire that it
is natural and normal because it
occurs in nature. Many things oc
cur in nature: murder, incest, besti
ality, coprophilia etc. but does this
make them normal or valid forms
of behavior? Of course not! They
are natural only in the sense that
they stem from the 'natural,
unregenerate man but they are not

normal.
I then asked Dr. McGuire to
defme his idea of who God is but
he said he didn't have the time to
discuss a course in theology. How
convenient a reply I thought. It is
not unusual to dodge an important
questiOn when you know it'll make
your own position less credible.
From what I was able to discern I
don't think this man who calls
himself a theologian (a misnomer
if I ever heard one) believes in the
absolute personal God of the Bi
ble. If he did, then he would have
acknowledged that morality is an
expression of God's absolut moral
character. That is why we live in a
moral, personal and rational uni
verse because it was created by a
moral, personal and rational God
who really exists as a person and
not just as an idea. God is a
concrete universal, not an abstrru:t
universal.
In summary , it seems like Dr.
McGuire is really an theist, a typi
cal humanist at heart because he
denies that such a God llS the Bible
describes really exists as a person. I
could be wrong in my assessment
but if I'm right then on theis basis
there can be no morals, no such
thing as right and wroi'Ig, good and
evil. God is just a limiting concept
and His Word is not to be taken as
literal truth. Ethics is situational,
relative, and is determined by ex
perience. There is, in other words,
no set of absolute values you can
grab hold of which will legitimize
human behavior.
Christianity alone has the an
swers to man's problems. It alone
can resolve man's psychological
tension. The idea of the substitu.
tionary death of Christ who makes
atonement for his people is reject
ed in liberal theological circles but
it alone gives modern man any
basis for hope- a real basis for
fighting social evils without
fighting God because social evils
are abnormal, that is, contrary to
what God at Ccreation established.

Cart DM Prultt

-Greek-s �- p rom·ote · individ-uality
Dear Editor:

With men's rush beginning in a
few short months, it seems relevant
to examine the renewed popularity
of fraternities in American colleges
and universities. Objectivity is the
key here because so much of what
is thought of these organizations is
based on stereotypes and miscon
ceptions. Generally, fraternities are
thought of as fostering little more
than a talent for drinking beer and
acting foolish. It is also quite com
mon for people to think of frater
nities as weeding out diversity
among their members, producing
clones who all act and think alike.
As a member of a fraternity here
on campus, it has been my experi·
ence that the actual impact of the
Greek system has quite the oppo
site effect. In fact, active participa
tion in the system has actually
enhanced my general education
and strengthened my individuality.
I have always been under the
impression that an education
should do more than teach acade
mics because in the real world you
have to interact with people to be
successful. Practical experience is
just as important as technical data

in preparing for life beyond UOP.
Joining a fraternity is one way to
obtain this kind of training because
it ultimately sharpens communicational skills and leadership potential. This is accomplished in a variety of ways, but the most common
is through regular house meetings
which provide a forum for discussing upcoming events, issues, and
problems. During these times mcmbers are free to offer any view-

points or suggeStions until a-reasonable compromise can be reached among a majority of t.he
house. Keep in mind that the problems typically associated with any
fraternity are real world problems
and are not different than those
faced by the average business firm,
whether it be fmancial difficulties
or internal mismanagement.
Leadership within the house is
usually broken down by separate
offices each carrying a different
responsibility. Elections for these
offices are run very similar to modern day political campaigns giving
each candidate time to voice his
capabilities and future intentionsc
It is very rare for any member to
get all the way through the Greek
system without assuming some

·

kind of leadership role at one time
or another.
The system also promotes and
encourages individuality among its
members. Interaction with your
peers in such a variety of situations
teaches you things about yourself
you might not have known. Being
exposed to so many different viewpoints can cause you to sharpen
or rcdefme your beliefs about controversial topics. Also, hidden
fears and inadequacies can be
?rought �o the surfa�e ru:d remedted. For mst�ce, I discover� th�t
I had great difficulty speakmg m
front of large groups of people. I
have since conquered this problem,
but I might not have discovered it
until later in life during a board
meeting, for example, when the
consequences might have been
much more devastating.
Fraternities provide a unique opportunity to sample bits and pieces
of real worl� responsibilities within
an acadenuc framework. If you
want an education which also affords valuable practical experience,
joining a fraternity is definitely the
answer.

John O'Brien
Sigma Alpha EpsHon
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enteRtain me nt

1Temp est1 hits cam pu s
T

.. ..................... ......... ..
OON�R�:

guest

Sept. 26, 8 p.m. Tickets: SIS.SO advance, $ 1 7 .00 day of show . . .

RAM. plus special

will be at the Greek, UC Berkeley on Fri.,

Slpt. 27. Tickets are $ 14.50 reserved. . .

Sllel Palle will be playing at the Warfield Theatre at 8 p.m. on Sat. ,
Eddie Money and special guest will be at the Sacramento Community
'l1leatre on Thursday, Oct. 2, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 S .SO reserved

he Berlcele � Shakespeare �pero's island is set in the Carib
1s
bringi ng bean. The stage is vibrant with
Festival
Shakespeare's final romantic fan dazzling color and the haunting
tasy, The Tempest, to UOP's Long spirit of voodoo. Colorful masks,
Theatre on Thursday, Sept. 25, at giant puppets and the steel drums
8 p.m. The increasingly popular of island music and d:mce add a
Berkeley Festival has been called special theatricality to the Festival's
" . . . a blessing to the language of staging of this classic tale of ex
Shakespeare . . . " by the San Fran ile, anger and forgiveness .
cisco qaminer, and " . . . the best of
The Tempest tells the story
the West Coast Shakespeare of the banished Duke of Milan,
Festivals . . . ' '
by
California Prospero , shipwrecked for twelve
Magazine.
years on an enchanted island. He
In this aa:lairoo:l iXQdWion. Pro. learns its magic - to delight his

I:
:

•.•

Slockton Fire Department Local 1 229 is sponsoring 'The MarshaU
'J'ucker Band concert at the Spa�os Center, with special guest Harlin.
1be show starts at 8 p.m . . . on Fn. , Oct. 3. Tickets: $ 1 7 . 50/mam floor, t
t
SIS.OO/rcserved...
t
•
.

•

+
ll9lt Costello will play three consecutive nights at the Warfield
guests
various
with
p.m.
8
at
10
Oct.
,
Fri.
thru
8
Oct.
Wed.,
Theatre,
and programs . Tickets: $ 1 8 . 50 reserved . . .
•
•
Pick a night - any night. Geaesb will be at the Oakland Coliseum,
Oct. 1 9-23. Sbowtimes are 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 7.S0 reserved. . .
+

BerUa tickets are on sale now at the University Box Office. They're +
playing at the Spanos Center on Sunday, Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. Tickets are +
$14.50/General Admission, and $1 2.50 for students. . .

+

M u sica l set to sa i l
By Devin Patrick

Guest Wnter

S

till in the production phases,
the UOP Drama/ Dance
department is preparing to kick off
its 1986-87 season with the classic
musical-comedy, Anything Goes.
Tilis all-time favorite was origin
ally presented on Broadway in
1934. Though 2UPP0rted by a tenif-

ic book written by Guy Bolton,
Wodehous e,
P.G.
Howard
+
Tonight: Risky Business, 6 and 9 p.m . . . . Friday thru Sunday: Pretty t
Lindsey, and Russell Crouse, it
In Pink, 6 and 9 p.m. on Friday, 3, 6, and 9 p.m. on Saturday and +
was Cole Porter's timeless talent
Sunday. . . Tuesday: lAst Tango In Paris, 9 p.m. only. ..
for songs that has kept this great
American musical alive and well
LOCAL EVENTS:
+ for over 50 years. Just a few of the
hits to come out of this show were
77lt Tmrpm, as performed by the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival, will
"Friendship, " "I Get A Kick Out
show tonight at 8 p.m. in The Long Theatre. Tickets are $7/General +
Admission, $3/Students, Faculty, Staff.
+ of You," "It's Delovely, " and of
course, "Anything Goes."
The UOP production features a
+
A German film, Koepenick's The Captain, will be shown in Knoles
talented
cast of 27 students, only
+
Hall , room 1I17 , on Sept. 30. It's sponsored by the Poly Sci depar- +
one third of which are Drama
tment. Show starts at 8 p.m., admission is free.
t
Majors. The show is directed by 30
year veteran, Prof. Darrell Persels.
TRIVIA:
Well, he's not exactly alone. ServWhat surname d1d nearly every res1dent of Rockridgc have in Mel
ing as Musical Director is Drama
Broo ks. BIDdng Soddles?
.
Dept. newcomer, Prof. Scott Eckern, in cooperation with Director
Amwtr hiddm somewhere on this page.
of Choreography, Kathy Torian.
Set on the luxury liner 'America'
EDITORIA L ANNOUNCEMENT:
in the 1930's the show includes
In
sug_ge:tions f�r ' 'Campus Spotlights"! Are there an}' poets out
t such outrag ous characters as
then. Thu IS )'OUr b1g chtmceforfree publicaJion! Is there anYQne out
Moonface Martin Public Enemy
there doing something special in the entenainment field? Let me
number 1 3 , and hi squeeky-voiced
+ know CQ/J 946-1114.
gun moll; Reno Sweeney, an evangelist•
..
•
... ..
turned-nightclub singer, and her

U.C. THEATRE:

:+
:
:

·

:

i

·

:
:

.

�

I:

•••

�

�

four "Angels; " and a British
nobleman"nained ,.Evdyil . "
Anything Goes opens in The
Long Theatre on Thursday, Oct. 9.
It will run with 8 p.m. performanc
es on Oct. 9- 1 1 , and 1 6- 1 8 . There
will be one special Sunday matinee
at 2 p.m. on Oct. 12.
For more information, call the
Drama Dept. at 946-2 1 16, and for
reservations, contact the University
box office at 946-2474.

Conservatory
facu lty to play
recita l , Oct. 7
The Pacific Arts Woodwind
Quintet will present a Resident
Artist Series recital at UOP on
Tuesday, Oct. 7, in Morris Chapel
on the University campus. The
group, all faculty members of the
Conservatory of Music, consists of
Carol van Bronkhorst, flute; Neil
Tatman, oboe; William C. Domin
ik, clarinet; Don DaGrade, bas
soon ; and George Nemeth, French
horn.
The recital will begin at 8 : 1 5 PM
artd admission is free of charge
················�

+
Answer to trivia question:
+
UOWI(Of
•
•
•••••••••••••••••

daughter Miranda, command the
island's restless spririt Ariel, and to
restrain its rebellious fonner ow
ner, Caliban.
When Pros pera stirs up a
"Tempest" to shipwreck his ene
mies, the story unfolds in the jun
gles and on the beaches of a
tropical paradise. The enraged ma
gician weaves spell after spell over
a stunning assortment of bewil
dered villains, buffoon s, and lov
ers. To his own surprise, however,

his manipulations lead not to re
venge but to mercy and reconcilia
tion, true to the spell and spirit of
' ' brave
Shakespeare ' s
world . . . "
The production is under the dir
ection of Tony Amendola, who
has been a principal Actor and
Director with The Berkeley Festi
val for many seasons, with the
Berkeley Repertory Theatre, arJd
both the Colorado arJd Oregon
Shakespeare Festivals.

S . R . Art Guil d seek ing
entries for state show
The 23rd annual statewide art
show - sponsored by the Santa
Rosa Art Guild -will be held at
Veterans Memorial Bldg., Hwy: 1 2
in Santa Rosa October 24, 25 , &
26th. The show is "open" to all
artists 1 8 years and over. Categor
ies are oil, watercolor, graphics, &
mixed media. 1 st, 2nd, 3rd, and
two honorable mentions are of
fered in each category and best of

show. Judges will be the highly
qualified artists, El Meyer, Bob
'Nash and Linda Higbee Bartolo
mei. Hours: Fri. Oct.24, 1 pm to
9pm, Sat. 25th, l Oam to 7pm, Sun.
26th, l Oam to 6pm. Entry forms
are available at art stores or send a
self-addressed stamped legal enve
lope to: Santa Rosa Art Guild,
P.O. Box 307, Santa Rosa, Ca.
95402.

Soviet rockers to jam
at Wolfgang's in S . F.

T

he Peace Child Foundation announces the presentation of The
Stas Namin Group, the first Soviet rock barJd ever to tour the
United States, as part of the International Year of Peace-Soviet
American Peach Child Tour. In addition to providing the backup for
a musical with twelve Soviet arJd twelve American children, the barJd
will play in a Benefit Dance Party along with local musicians. The
event will be held at WolfgarJg's at 901 Columbus Avenue in San
Francisco, on Sunday, September 28, at 8:00 p.m. Joining the Soviet
band will be several Bay Area musicians, arJd the show will culminate
in a jam session .
The Stas Narnin Group has sold over 40 million records in the
Soviet Union, and plays a broad range of rock and roll, with a notable
influence by American musicians. The concert will include their native
songs, performed in Russian, as well as American standards such as
"Johnny B. Goode" and "Tak:in' It to the Streets. " They will also present
the message of the children's musical and the entire tour with songs of
peace and international cooperation, such as " We Are the World, "
r
"Let I t Be , " arJd others.
Tickets for the event will be $ 1 0 in advance and $ 1 2 at the door, arJd ,,
may be purchased at BASS Ticket Centers. (Charge by phon�
762-2277) For more information call 652-2942.

We have a system for
saVIng money.
•

Right now, you can save real money on a real IB M
Personal Computer system .
.
It comes complete with two diskette drives '
monochrome monitor,
lBM Proprinter.
So now you can
save money - and still
get IBM quality.

The IBM
Personal Computer
and IBM Proprinter.

'

ST UD EN T AND FA CULT Y
SPEC IAL PRIC E FO R
1 . I B M COMPUTER MODEL 1 70
2. 2 DRIVES
3. MONITOR WITH VIDEO CARD
4. PRINTER PORTS

ONLY

$ 1 1 99.70
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spoRts

Pac ifi c po unces N M State

3:�. p.m.
"
'

By Bryan Cruz

C

ope's Tigers capitalized on all tl.�movers Saturday as Pacific whip
ped PCAA opponent, New Mextco State 41-14 at Tiger Stadium.
The fumble-plagued Aggies began on a high note as they intercepted an
errant pass by Hue Jackson on the Pacific 26 yard line. With NMSU
threatening to score on Pacific's 6 yard line, Jim Miller's pass was
intercepted by linebacker Ron Talbot who returned it for 27 yards.
Pacific's initial score of the game came when Jackson popped a quick
pass to Kennedy Bryant over the middle for a touchdown with 7:36
remaining in the 1st quarter, t�us capping an 8-play, 72 yard drive. The
conversion by Norgaard was 6 J<l.
Steve Michaels, Pacific running back, finished the game with 1 19 yards
rushing along with a touchdown. The combination of Michaels and
James Mackey, who scored 2 touchdowns, in the Pacific backfield
attacked the NMSU defense from both sides on pitches and straight
ahead runs. The Tiger's strong running game was well balanced and
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he Tigers are off to a good start with the new Women's Cross
Country team. There is still room for growth on the team for any
women interested in becoming a member. This the first year that UOP
women have tried their talents in running Cross Country.
The meets are usually 5000 meters or 3 . 1 miles, and are ran in
invitational style. The format- for the invitational cross country competi
tion is several colleges competing in the same race. There are at least eight
to twenty colleges that run in an invitational.
Individual performance has been the strong point of the team rather
than overall finishes. One of the team members is Francis Cole, a senior �
at Pacific. Cole is the team capitan and is super enthusiastic about the �
oossibilities of the team because they are laying the foundation of this
&!
Sports at Pacific ,
The practices consist of running on a variety of surfaces and in varied
w�thl;ISQnditions. "Their CQnditioning is y�ost other
spotts," said Coach Jim Paull. The team is young and has been added to
women's athletic due to a new NCAA requirement calling for seven
divisions instead of six in women's sports.
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effective.
Dean Sawyer intercepted the Aggie ball and allowed Hue Jackson to
plow over for a 1 yard touchdown with 3:29 left in the second quarter.
Eight seconds after Norgaard's conversion, Keith Lott, New Mexico
running back, fumbled away the ball to Pacific's Dave Thistle. Paciflc
rambled to New Mexico's 26 yard line where Norgaard booted a field
goal before the end of the first quarter. Pacific held the lead over New
Mexico, 17-0.
The second quarter saw little scoring by both sides except for a James
Mackey 10-yard TD with the extra point. It was at this time that the Tiger
defense roared to confuse NMSU. Savaii Seau sacked the quarterback
and recovered a fumble to assist the cause. Aggie quarterback Jim Miller
was pounded several times much to the deJisht of Tiger fans during the
second quarter.
At the end of the frrst half, the Tigers dominated the Aggies by the
score of 24-0.
With 2:12 into the second half, New Mexico State fmally scored a
touchdown with a quarterback sneak by Miller after a fumble by UOP's
Mackey at the Pacific 1 1-yard line. Aggie kicker, Jim Gill , added the
conversion to make the score 24-7 in favor of Pacific.
New Mexico lost the ball again in the 4th quarter when, after a Pacific
punt, a NMSU player touched the ball and Pacific recovered the fumble
on the 24-yard line of New Mexico. At this point the Tigers could have
easily taken a field goal to boost the score, but Coach Cope elected to let
the team continue thus failing on 4th down giving the ball back.
With 12 seconds left in the game, Jim Miller connected with Bernie
Thomas followed by the extra point to conclude scoring, 41-14, a trounce
by the Tigers.
.
Pacific plays the University of Minnesota, Saturday at Mmnesota.
What will Cope do against a team that lost to ao. I ranked Oklahoma 63..(1!
Aggie Coach Knoll stated before the Pacific-NMSU game, "They were
picked to be one of the top teams in the conference and I see no reason to
think otherwise. They lost a very tough game at Wyoming, and I'm sure
they will be ready for us. They are a field-position team. Defensively, we
will have' to be sound in our option-responsibilities. They have
outstanding runners and run the wishbone very well." Knoll now knows
how right he was.

Sports Edito r

7:00 p�.
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Ad m iss io ns

Se a rch

is on !

T he Pacifi can
1 0 Sept.
2 5 , 1 986

Tig er wi sh bone i� _f ractured
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_
_
_
_
_
_

David Roche
Guest Wnter

Editor's Note: The views ex
pressed herein do not in any way
reflect those of Th� Pacif/can
Sports Editors.
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klnhoma is unanim � usly
.
picked to wm the Nauonal
Championship for football. But
don't bet on it. The fact is that
OUhas return starters from last
yea1 's team, who won the National
Champion ship by beating an
average Penn State team in the
Orange Bowl, and by getting the
right breaks from other teams in

the other bowl games.

The Sooners have one fault. The
Wishbone. No team should be
allowed to ever win the National
Title (UOP included) playing a
Wishbone offense.
The Wishbone is the formation
where three running backs line up
behind the quanerback in various
triangles, usually with one running
back lined up in front of the other
two. The 'up' back or the first
running back will always run up
the middle. The quarterback de
cides whether or not, after the ball
is snapped, to give the 'up' back

the ball. I f the quarterback doesn't
give the 'up' back the ball, then the

Quarterback will spring outside, either right or left with the option to
pitch the ball to one of the remaining backs who will follow the
Quarterback down the sideline.
The Wishbone is very boring to
watch, except for the fa� the quarterback is put in a vulnerable position to get hurt. By having an extra
running back in the line-up, the offense must sacrifice a wide receiver
or tight end, making passing all
that more difficult. Also, schools
who use the Wishbone don't send
as many offensive players to the
Pro's as schools who are passoriented. For example in the last
few years, Stanford has sent more
offensive players to the Pro's than
Nebraska.

Why do Oklahoma and Nebraska have so much success?
The reason schools like these
enjoy so much success is pure
talent . This year OU's offensive
line averages 275 pounds; that's
bigger than any Pro offensive line!
Couple this size with running backs
who have close to word-class speed
and, of course opposing teams will
have trouble trying to stop them.

I f you have ever noticed that
early in the year, whenever a Pac10 team (for the most part a
pass-oriented league) plays a MidWestern or Eastern team that
specilizes in the run, the Pac- 10
team usually loses, ie: Oklahoma38, UCLA-3 a week and a half
ago. But when the Pac-10 plays in
bowl games at the end of the year,
they are almost unbeatable.
The fact is it takes much longer
to develop a passing game than a
running game (as UCLA's 5 interceptions in the OU game attest.)
UO will not play any better this
year than they did against UCLA.
UCLA, on the other hand, will
improve each week, climaxing the
�n by humiliating yet another
highly ranked running team from
the Big 10 in the Rose Bowl or Big
8 in the Orange Bowl.
Remember back to 1983 when
Nebraska was considered the

greatest team to ever strap on
pads? They. had H man Trophy
winne r Mike RoZier ' Outland
Trophy winner Dave Reminton,
Irving Fryar, Turner Gill, and a
stingy defense. Remember how
they steamrolled everybody in their
way rolling up over 3500 yards
rus ng? Remember a lightly regarded Miami Hurricane team l
by freshman quarterback Berrue
Kosar passing through Nebraska's
so called unpenetrable defense?

�

hl

c:<l

Remembe r how confused the
Cornhuskers looked when they
fell behind by ten points early
and could not catch up, then watched their National Title hopes go
Down the drain 3 1 -30?

The Wishbone liad its moment
in the sun, now let's put it where it �
belongs, in the closet with leather
helmets, hoola hoops and saddle
shoes.
.
.
One blgbllgbt of Padfk's offeme Is receiver :Kennedy Bryut.
Coach Cope, are you listerung?
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.Are you
ready to

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

Wea r your tea·m shirt a nd receive pitchers of
beer for $ 2 .00 during the ga me !

Ski !

G u iseppe ' s Pizza
4 4 1 5 Pacific Ave .

NOT... if

you h#ven'f IJ.Miyou,.
equipment ciJechd. . . . . . .

HELP WANTED
Gymnastic Instructor

OCTOBER

SK I TUFU.TFlL
NE-E:)UP...

•Tune-up � release ciJ�ck . . .

* IJRING YOUR SOOTS

Gymnastics
Part Time-After School

VS�D

RENTAL BOOT'S· ·

and Evenings

GOOD CONDITION

Salary Based on Experience
4()4..5 275

SPECIAL

/Muto• eASE �ILI.•
R!i
\SHARPEN �I:>GU• �OTWAX •10.oo

Knowledge of Competitive

Call Barbar
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Cope's naen find the Wishbone effective.
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IT 'S NE W IN THE BO OK STORE

TH ES E AR E NE W SE RV ICE S AN D PR OD UC TS
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GR EE TIN G CA RD S
GI FT WR AP
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SELECTIONS IN STOC KT ON
AN D IF NO T TH E LA RG EST
IT IS ON OF TH E BES T !
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B A R G IN B O O K S
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PO LAR FLEE C E
JA C K E T S

CL AS SIC S, AR T,

BY CH AL K LI NE
ON E OF TH E W AR M ES T
JA CKET

TR AV EL , AN D CH IL DR EN S
AL L RE DU CE D FR OM 20 TO 80 %

A ND IT IS

(LOC ATE D ON YOU R RIG HT AS YOU ENT ER)
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ORANGE !
r

A R T PR IN T S

C OMPUTERS FROM

AN D PO ST ER S

A NEW SEL EC TIO N HA S
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JUS T AR RIV ED .
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A T S PE C IA L P R IC
ES
U .O .P . ST U D E N T
A N D F A C UL T Y

